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Baram CXLVI: Sound into World 
https://vimeo.com/186507014 
password: baramone 

Listen -- 
No, listen this way: 

* 
The too much of sky is like a tool 
that tightens nature's energy. 
Its sound is like an ache. 
Nature's sights and sounds are too; 
they have t'-'eauty. 
They woosh and jitter and ahh. 
 
* 
But then mountain – assertive, aggressive – 
breathes up as high as sky, 
and sky, made nervous, merely smiles quietly on ground. 
Tree, interceding, creates home 
for all sorts of beings, 
and sky, calmed of anxiety, rests. 

* 
Think of all things – 
or think of nothing at all. 

* 
Rain resembles poetry, 
or satori. 
Rain wants to blur everything 
that resembles negative thought. 
But negative thought propels itself – 
it wants to escape. 
Can we escape, too? 
Can we clarify thought 
by running to a new location 
that will enlighten us? 

https://vimeo.com/186507014
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Road blurs thought, too; 
we have to be humble 
and return to sky for advice – 
correction: advice from the clear things under sky; 
the things that exist 
even when 
sky is gone. 

    - Finn Harvor 
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Baram 2 
Hiking, May 31, 09 

https://vimeo.com/115742811 
pw: baramone 

We walk along the trail 
The shadows on the path 
Are not black, 
not brown, 
not grey.... 
Instead, they are gauzed, 
Washed,  
Shadows of shadows, 
Silhouettes with their bodies  
Fuzzed by the lens  
Of the atmosphere 
With its strict depth of field, 
So even the hardest shape 
Is unfocused at its smudged edge. 
While shadows 
Of the higher trees 
Are lighter still, 
And turned as tender 
As tea. 

− Finn Harvor 
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Baram IV 

https://vimeo.com/120353117 
pw: baramone 

The wind is whi'-'rctic 
sper-a spiraling cool, 
While the sun s'-'ed beams 
Its oft-r clear warmth, 
And the bamboos 
 sw'-'ove, 
Their ay-m being true. 

  

  - Finn Harvor 
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Baram V 

https://vimeo.com/121858321 
pw: baramone 

T'-'ool 
ree-c of nature's 
 ana'-'rgy 
is the rchy-en ache 
of nature's t'-'eauty, 
its obverse and its 
oo-b and its ahh. 

− Finn Harvor 
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Baram VI 
https://vimeo.com/122303737 

pw: baramone 

The po'-'sh soft 
smash of water's 
heavy or-ru 

Is full-bore, as the 
streams roar, 

And, in the old homes, 

The const'-'atter, 
soft ant-p, 

Is insect-like in 
each bead. 

Drip wetly 
accumulates 

And the ground  
chills, 

While warm wood 
burns. 

 - Finn Harvor 
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Baram X 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWUtx3Egwo8 

The blur of the  
smudged seen 

is all around 
and seems 

inescapable. 

But no one sees 
purely, 

that is, no one sees, 
just the seen; 

one also sees what one feels 

and feels through  
what relates 

and what exists 

and what is built... 

and what combines. 

 - Finn Harvor 
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Baram XII – Kinosaki 

https://vimeo.com/124369372 
pw: baramone 

The flowers keep 
their p'-'eace 
[lace-p] 

While the monuments 
s'-'eathe 
[tone-br] 

And the toy gods 
do their work. 

And all around, the  
cl'-'earness [ay-cl] 
of the sky. 

 - Finn Harvor 
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Baram XIX – https://vimeo.com/125425134 
 pw: baramone 

Hangang/Chayeon doshi 
[Note: this is a transliteration from Korean and means: Han River, Nature City] 

Bl'-'ear 
The ur-cl 
Which is the URL of this web. 

 - Finn Harvor 
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Drone technician 

https://vimeo.com/145936214 
pw: baramone 

You can byte those targets 
From your plane – 
Insane, insane – 
And bomb those houses, too 
In little matter flashes 
Grey-green-blue 
Exploding true 
On a tiny, blocky 
Screen 
With its ping 
And its pong 
And it one channel 
And its long film. 
You can do whatever 
You want, 
Whatever you're 
Ordered to do. 

− Finn Harvor 
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Baram CXL: Insects' World 

vimeo: https://vimeo.com/324000767 

pw: baramone 

The letters 
were threatening, 
for the systems 
had won too much. 
We assumed bad days 
would pass, 
but instead everyone 
was stuffed in a van. 

- Finn Harvor 
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CITY HAWK 

August 21.15 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HkDpdJzjkq4 

I 
The towers are 
Flat to the touch 
And the clouds are cotton 
In blue clay. 

The towers are phat 
With money 
And ambition 
And steel – 
Monoliths, weeds 
Sprouting from dirty gardens 
While a squawking raptor watches. 

II 

Flat reaches – 
It disdains its poor before, 
Its dimly-remembered door. 

The people here 
Don't understand 
All that, 
And so they walk happily 
Under Flat. 

III 
But in the hard furrows 
Growth 
Goes down. 
Renovations 
Are generally 
Built on souls, 
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While new weeds 
Raised in the pyschic garden 
Of Farmer Dough 
Spread wildly. 

IV 
But there's a temporary okay 
When you know how to escape... 
It's the flower road, 
The trail, 
That will, today, 
Save you. 

V 
These trails 
Are specific 
But their origin 
Is general. 
And the perception of them 
Is based on ears, 
Eyes, 
Skin. 

VI 
All skies fly 
But humans 
Must portion out their stretch; 
It is the clouds 
That are solid 
And the machinery 
That will wilt. 

VII 

The monoliths 
Refuse to sway – 
That is their way. 
But the green in the city 
Busts out 
And is regular. 
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Weeds prefer to love 
Messily, 
But any flower part will do 
Including containers of brick, 
The matrix kind. 

The towers rule  
Like government 
But they have no stem, 
No voice. 
They are dependent 
On the smallness 
Of life. 

VII 

Asphalt is the original Flat 
But it is just a servant now, 
Possibly a beggar. 
The more Some Thing is ignored 
The more it resembles the natural.... 
The plant world, 
The animal 
And the zone 
Of anonymous humans. 

Poverty is grey 
But grey precedes brown 
And brown precedes blue. 
Even concrete 
Ultimately surrenders. 

Every decent pathway 
Knows the importance 
Of proportion; 
Some grey 
Is A-okay. 
But the Golden Rule 
(also now green) 
Must be respected. 
The trail 
Has stages 
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Of commencement. 

VIII 
It is the length – 
length – 
Of the path 
That makes healing whole. 
Forget its jumble – 
That is actually good. 
Its pot-holes 
And its cracks 
Are part of its 
Existence-deal. 

IX 
The path seems endless 
Because it should. 
It has no short version. 
It – bumpingly – rolls, 
Like a petite volcano's thin river. 

The sky 
In the afternoon 
Is Canadian-deep 
And clear. 
Its blue does not compromise 
And its clouds are shredded 
And amazing and intense. 

The people on the trail 
Ride 
Or stroll. 
They, too 
(River, river), 
Roll. 

X 
The path continues 
To another path. 
It splits 
And becomes 
Two. 
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The greenery expands here 
And passes beneath a bridge 
That is like a tall gate. 
The remnants of a castle, 
Or some old town, 
Are entered. 
(Is this true? Look in the distance – 
And see what remains of the great walls.) 

XI 
The greenery further expands 
And softens. 
This quality extends, it seems, 
Right down to the molecular. 

How can this be so? 
But the green –  
At this point – 
Is full 
In its confidence 
And it takes its land 
Expertly. 

The mood  
Becomes  
Naturally religious 
The mood becomes perfect, 
Pure. 

XII 
And then at the end of today's daily, 
Listen again 
For the strength 
Of overhead 
Squeal and squawk. 

There are no emergencies 
That are 
This high. 
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 - Finn Harvor 
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Baram LI: Sky Economics 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TjaViDXakBE 

The machines are big with their clack 
And the insects are big with their crick, 
But it is the metal creations which crawl 
And the natural creations which stride. 
The inside of what's out 
Appears small, minor 
But it is part of a global system. 

All this chirrup-work is bigger than big, 
Bigger than the drone 
And water-thrum of traffic, 
Which, after all, 
Is a market, and a crash. 

The insects maintain their labour, 
They never have Depression. 
Their stock is solid 
Their chips are green 
While above, the sky, 
Sort of like a boss 
But also like a provider, 
Observes their labouring, too. 

The sky is a thing. 
It has its own shapes, its own external – 
Like the skin of young armadillos 
Or burlap sacks 
Or shredded blankets 
Or lumps of dough. 
But all this does not belie sky's holism, 
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Its integrativeness. 

And are together, and, in that sense, economic. 
It is the human market that is partial, reduced 
Despite its primacy of noise. 

The forest near the urban remains what it has always been: 
a correction. 

Forest is the friend of sky, 
Its amphitheatre. 
But forest is also the wardrobe of sky 
And its wooden home. 
When forest meets river, and river meets road, 
Sky retreats a bit. 

But sky remains the larger arena 
Of even city's one-instrument tune. 
Once drama has exhausted itself, 
Sky, too, calls it a day. 

But sky (like city) keeps on labouring, 
Doing its shift-work, 
And working, working, working 
While calming, calming, calming. 

Sky lights street 
And narrow alley 
Sky lights forest path. 

Light takes shape here, 
Light sits. 

 - Finn Harvor


